
The 2008 Financial Crisis 
 

The 2008 financial crisis was the worst economic disaster in the U.S. since the Great Depression. The 
national impact was massive, as almost $8 trillion evaporated from stock value. Beyond Wall Street, 
Americans lost approximately $9.8 trillion in home and retirement account value and an estimated total 
of $30 trillion of worldwide wealth was destroyed. The crisis was the result of deregulation and a lack 
of oversight in the financial and real estate sectors.  
 
Between the years of 1990 and 2007 low interest rates and government tax cuts on mortgage interest led 
to a surge in home buying. At the same time, banks were trading hedge funds with mortgage backed 
derivatives which drove banks’ demand for more mortgages. More mortgages meant the price of loans 
was lower and therefore affordable to people who would otherwise be unable to afford their homes. An 
untimely rise in the federal funds rate spurred an increase in home building which vastly outpaced the 
demand. This switch left homeowners with increasing mortgage payments they could not afford and no 
market to sell their homes. Finally, the derivatives which banks had aggressively marketed for almost 
two decades lost their value and ultimately sparked the financial crisis and later recession.   
 
The 2008 financial crisis officially began on September 15, 2008 when the investment bank Lehman 
Brothers filed for bankruptcy. The filing caused wide-spread financial panic. In order to stop the entire 
U.S. financial system from crashing, the treasury secretary and the chairman of the Federal Reserve 
urged Congress to grant a massive $700 billion bailout. The plan briefly stabilized the economy and 
guarded against the worst possible outcomes of the crash. However, the lasting impact of bailing out 
greedy banks with tax-payer money resulted in an overwhelmingly negative reaction including protests 
and social upheaval.  
 
After the U.S. government bailed out the banking industry, the public sought punishment against those 
responsible for such large financial losses. Even after dozens of indictments, only $190 billion in fines 
have been paid to U.S. public offices. All such fines came from shareholders and were written off as 
corporate expenses as banks were indicted rather than individuals. Additionally, only one banker has 
ever served jail time for their part in the economic crisis.  
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